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Congressional Record (and its predecessors)

INTRODUCTION
The Congressional Record is the official record of proceedings and debates of the United States
Congress. It is published daily when congress is in session. At the back of each daily issue is
the “Daily Digest” which summarizes the day’s floor and committee activities. The publication
of Congressional Record (CR) started in 1873. Before this time, the debates of Congress,
beginning with the inauguration of the First United States Congress on March 4, 1789, were
reported in different publications. These are:
 Annals of Congress (1789-1824) covered First Congress through 18th Congress First
Session
 Register of Debates- 1824-1837 started with Second Session of the 18th Congress
through First Session of the 25th Congress
 Congressional Globe (1833-1873) 23rd to 42nd Congress
All these debates are available in print and microfiche. They are also available in electronic
format. This pathfinder focuses on CR in print and list electronic resources. The web addresses
are provided to the following electronic resources: HeinOnline, ProQuest Congressional, Century
of Lawmaking project of the Library of Congress, FDsys and Congress.gov.
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
The Congressional Record consists of four sections:


Daily Digest Section- the section of the Congressional Record that summarizes the daily
routine proceedings



House Section- the section of the Congressional Record that contains the proceedings and
debates of the U.S. House of Representatives



Senate Section- the section of the Congressional Record that contains the proceedings
and debates of the U.S. Senate



Extension of Remarks Section- The section of the Congressional Record that contains
tributes, statements, and other information made by members on the floor of the House or
Senate

There are two types of CR: bound CR and daily edition CR
Daily Edition CR

Bound CR

Sample A: Bound Congressional Record

Sample B: Daily Congressional Record
Daily Congressional Record page covering the same issue as above: note the differences in page
number and the “S” preceding the page in daily CR.
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“S43” Senate
pg.43
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Here are some of the main distinctions between them:
 Bound CR is the permanent edition, and when available is cited in legal publications. Its
publication is always several years behind.
 The daily edition, like the bound edition, is divided into four sections: Daily Digest,
Extension of Remarks, House and Senate Proceedings. The difference is that in the daily
edition, each of the sections is numbered separately and prefaced with letter abbreviation
of each of the sections: D = Daily digest; E = Extension of Remarks; S = Senate; and H =
House. These are section identifiers. The numbering system is a combination of the
section identifier and the numeral. Examples are: D1 = page 1 of the Daily Digest, E1 =
page 1 of Extensions of Remarks page, S1 = page 1 of the Senate section, and H1 = page
1 of House section. To search for a page in the daily edition the page number must be in
proper form. Examples: “page H98” indicates the House of Representative section;
“page S99” refers to the Senate section; “page E97” refers to Extensions of Remarks
section and “page D96” refers to Daily Digest. The daily edition contains more current
information.
 It is important to determine which database you should search based on your research
preferences and needs. This distinction is important because the daily edition is
eventually edited and re-bound into the permanent edition. In its permanent form,
individual sections are not numbered separately and the section identifiers are removed.
The pagination is continuous – from the first to the last volume. For example, “page
9999” refers to bound CR page number. It can never refer to the daily CR because of the
missing section identifier. The Daily Digest, as part of the bound CR, remains a separate
volume and retains its section identifier.
 Another distinction between the daily CR and bound CR is the citation format.
R 13.5 of the Bluebook instructs that citation should be to the bound CR; daily CR should
be cited when contents have not been incorporated into the bound edition. Accordingly,
the following citation formats are recommended by the Bluebook:
 133 CONG. REC. 23, 31982 (1987)
 149 CONG. REC. S15695, (daily ed. Nov. 24, 2003) (statement of Sen. Jeffords)
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Congressional Record Online Research
Database
ProQuest
Congressional

HeinOnline

FDsys

Content
Committee Prints & Misc.
Publications 2004-Present,
CRS Reports 2004-Present,
Hearings 2004-Present, House
& Senate Documents 2004Present, House & Senate
Reports 2004-Present, Serial
Set 2004-Present
Bound Editions
of Congressional Record,
1873 to 2010. Also includes
Annals of Congress, Register
of Debates & Congressional
Globe.
Daily Edition
of Congressional Record,
101st Congress (1990) to
present.
Daily Edition, 1994 to
present.
Bound editions, 1999-2001

URL
http://congressional.proquest.com/profiles/g
is/search/basic/basicsearch

http://heinonline.org/HOL/Welcome

FDsys.gov

Free and online resources for researching Congressional debates
a. Annals of Congress, Register of Debates, Congressional Globe & Congressional Record
(1789-1875)
These are available online as part of the Century of Lawmaking project of the Library of
Congress and could be searched online:
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/hlawquery.html
b. Bound Congressional Record Online
Free online access to bound Congressional Record is limited to volumes 145(1999)-147(2001)
on FDsys: http://www.gpoaccess.gov/crecordbound/index.html.
c. Daily Congressional Record Online
Large part of daily Congressional Record (v.141 (1995)-156 (2010) is available online
(http://www.gpoaccess.gov/crecord/advanced.html)
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d. Congress.gov (1989-Present): http://thomas.loc.gov
e. FDsys Access (1994-Present):
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/browse/collection.action?collectionCode=CREC

Finding Aids


Daily Digest

Contents of the Daily Digest are Congressional session-specific. Daily Digest has been published
separately at the end of each session of Congress since 1947 – the 80th Congress or volume 93 of
the Congressional Record. It contains a summary of each day’s proceedings in both chambers
including committees’ meeting


Index
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Each Congressional session, as is the case with Daily Digest, is covered by an alphabetical index
which is based on the subject matter or first name. Memorials are, however, indexed based on
full name of the subject. Because the index is based on first name, it is the easiest way to find
remarks and other speeches of a member of Congress. If the subject matter (or party’s name is
known) use the index


History of bills and resolution

History of Bills and Resolutions are contained within the Index volume. It contains a summary of
actions on bills and resolutions. Citations are to the bound Congressional Record; for the more
recent, citations are to the daily edition of the CR.
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